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TDS002:   
Descaling the Atmos InterCombi boiler 
 
In areas of hard water (hardness greater than 200ppm) the Intercombi boiler needs to be 
protected against limescale by the use of a suitable scale inhibitor. Where this protection has not 
been fitted the chances are that limescale will form inside the heat exchanger of the boiler. This 
will result in degenerating hot water performance.  
 
When scale formation has occurred it is possible to descale the boiler. This can be done by 
following the procedure detailed below. A flushing kit is needed and also a suitable descaler is 
needed. We recommend Fernox DS3 Scale Remover.  
 
1. Close the main valve for the cold water supply to the boiler. 
2. Drain the appliance by opening hot water taps.  
3. Disconnect the domestic hot water isolating valve underneath the appliance.  
4. Remove the flow switch assembly and connect a 15mm compression elbow to the cold water 

pipe into the heat exchanger.   
5. Connect a flushing kit to the 15mm compression elbow on the cold water inlet pipe into the 

heat exchanger and the hot water outlet pipe coming out of the heat exchanger. 
6. Fill the flushing kit with a suitable descaling mixture and follow manufacturers 

recommendations.  
7. Run this flushing operation for about 30 to 45 minutes while the central heating is running, 

ideally at a flow temperature of about 40°C. The chemical works best when warm.  
8. When the descale operation is finished disconnect the flushing kit and remove the 15mm 

compression elbow. Refit the flow switch assembly and reconnect the hot water pipe to the 
boiler. Open the cold water isolating valve.  

9. Open a hot water tap to flush out any descaling mixture left in the boiler and pipes.  
 
The result of a successful descale is that the hot water performance of the InterCombi boiler is 
restored to what it should be!  
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